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About South Africa
South Africa is a big beautiful country, promising the experience of a lifetime, which offers hospitable people, glorious
weather, a wealth of culture, wild life and wilderness and
world class hotels and restaurants.
South Africa is an Exiting destination for people wishing
study, work conduct business retire or volunteer.
South African's are friendly and easy to converse with. They
speak in English and are frank and open and receive foreigners well.

South Africa offers many types of Visas:
Migrate to South Africa
~

South African Spousal Visa

~

South African Relatives Visa

~

South Africa Work Permit

Settle in South Africa
~

South Africa Permanent Residence

~

South Africa Citizenship

~

Job Assistance in South Africa

There are markets catering to local handicrafts, gold and
diamond

jewelery, leather goods, carvings, paintings ,

Work in South Africa

sculptures, bead work as well as woven articles. In fact,

~

South Africa Work Visa

South Africa is a tourist's delight.

~

Business tourism is also good in South Africa

~

South Africa Work Permit
Inter Company Transfer Permit

Visiting South Africa is extremely beneficial as the country

~

Quota Work Permit

has much in the way of educational and work opportunities.

~

General Work Permit

South Africa has astounding Quality of life and Business

~

South Africa Skilled Worker Visa

developing environment attracting a large number of

~

Exceptional Skills Work Permit

aspiring migrants.

Study in South Africa
~

South Africa Student Visa

~

South Africa Study Permit

Invest in South Africa
~

South Africa Business Visa

~

South Africa Business Permit

Visit South Africa
~

South Africa Visitors Visa

~

South Africa Tourist Visa for Indians

~

South Holiday Visa
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About NIGERIA
Nigeria is the most populous country in Africa, the seventh
most populous country in the world in which majority of the
population is black. Its oil reserves have brought great
revenues to the country. It is listed among the "Next Eleven"
economies, and is a member of the Commonwealth of
Nations.

Why Nigeria
The Nigerian experience

Nigeria has an estimated population of 140 Million people
and is regarded as Africa's most populous Nation.
Nigeria is the seventh largest oil exporter in the world producing an estimated 2 million barrels a day, Nigeria's GDP

Jobs in Nigeria

(purchasing power parity) and official exchange rate stands

Nigeria have increased manifold with the growing popula-

at USD 294.8 Billion and USD126.7 Billion respectively as

tion of Nigeria. The government of Nigeria is taking active

of 2007.

initiatives to bring about a positive change in the job market

In terms of labour force, the Nigerian labour force is pre-

of Nigeria.

dominantly young adult based, with 70% of the working

The educational infrastructure in Nigeria is experiencing a

population servicing the agricultural sector, 10% servicing

gradual development and various kinds of vocational

the industrial sector and 20% servicing the services sector.

courses are being taught in these institutes.

This gives opportunity to highly educated Indians to seek
employment and work and settle in Nigeria

Different International companies setup in Nigeria have
increased the career options for highly educated and

Nigeria has very good economic potential , its considerable

skilled work force from other countries.

resource endowment, highly motivated entrepreneurs, vast

Different kinds of Nigerian Jobs

and fertile agricultural land, and a large domestic market; as
well strategic coastal location should allow it to become an
economic powerhouse for Africa.
Developing ICT and BPO sectors should be a high priority
for a development oriented country such as Nigeria, not
only will the development of this industry create job and
export opportunities, it will also have positive effects on the
nation, such as: enhanced incentives for education, technology and knowledge transfer, environmental protection
and an improvement in the quality of locally provided

The different kinds of jobs available in Nigeria are
Engineering,
Human resources,
Management,
Information technology,
Telecommunications,
Media,
Textiles Industry,
Footwear and chemicals,
Banks and other financial institutions,

services.

Types of Visas
~

Business Visa' Entry Permit

~

Tourist Visa' Entry Permit

~

Official' Diplomatic Visa' Entry Permit

~

Subject to Regularization (STR) Visa'
Entry Permit
Temporary Work Permit (TWP)

~
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Why Egypt?

About EGYPT
Egypt ranks 74 in standard of living index. The country
known as Egypt is officially called the Arab Republic of
Egypt and it is situated in the north-east of Africa. The
stunning, colossal monuments of Ancient Egypt never fail to
astonish. The heat, sight and the light of the desert invigorate. The cool, turquoise waters rejuvenate. A romantic
cruise along the world's longest river dazzles the senses. A
first class getaway resort in the Red Sea Riviera is pure
escapism. No place has the magic, mystery and pleasures
of Egypt. Travel to Egypt to discover a world of wonder
Egypt is probably one of the oldest vacation spots. Egypt is
much more than Pyramids and monuments. It is also Red
Sea scuba diving, hot night spots, lUxury hotels and five star
restaurants. It's romantic cruises down the Nile on festive
river boats, a night at the grand opera and it is a cultural
experience like none you have ever experienced. Egypt is a

Low-cost investment with high returns.
The warmest, sunniest and driest all year round climate
close to Europe.
Beautiful warm and dry weather 365 days a year.
A unique mix of wealthy culture, beautiful beaches and
golden deserts.
A steadily growing tourist destination to double its number
of tourists within the next 10 years.
Investors getting on the real estate ladder now, will gain
huge profits in an emerging market with an increasing
demand over supply.
Egyptians are hospitable and extremely friendly to tourists.
Cost of living in Egypt is around 20% of UK rates.
Charges for title deeds and registration as low as 3%.

About KENYA

land bustling with life, sound, visual beauty and excitement.

Kenya has a very diverse population that includes tree of

Egyptian visa types:

Africa's major sociolinguistic groups Bantu (67%), Nilotic

~

(30%) and Cushitic (3%). Kenyans are deeply religious

Egyptian Tourist Visa

about 80% of Kenyans are Christian, 11 % Muslim and the

The Egyptian tourist visa has 3-month validity up on

remainder follows traditional Africa religions or other faiths.

issuance.

Most city residents retain links with their rural, extended

They may also have a free residence grant authorized for

families and leave the city periodically to help work on the

14 days to visit the area.

family farm . About 75% of the work force is engaged in

This type of visa is intended only for applicants wanting to

agriculture, mainly as subsistence farmers. The national

visit the territory of Egypt for tourism purposes.

motto of Kenya is Harambee, meaning "pull together". In

Applicants under this visa should leave on or before the

that spirit, volunteers in hundreds of communities build

visa's expiration date.

schools, clinics, and other facilities each year and collect

Egyptian tourist visas may also be issued with multiple or

funds to send students abroad.

single entry status.

Kenyan Visa Types

~

,/

Egyptian Entry Visa

The Egyptian entry visas were designed for applicants
wanting to study and work or engage in activities excluded
from the Egyptian tourist visa's coverage.
Applicants must present a passport with a least 6 months
validity and other documents supporting the application to

~

Ordinary I Single Entry Visa

Required for all persons intending to enter Kenya for visits
or residency. These are visas issued to all persons whose
nationalities require visas to enter Kenya for visits or residence and shall be issued strictly in accordance with the
provisions of categories 1, 2 and 3 of the Visa Regulations.

qualify for this Egyptian visa.

~

The Egyptian entry visa is the first step for applicants

Issued gratis to holder of a diplomatic Passport on official

hoping to gain an Egyptian permanent residency. The

business.

requirements for this visa are as follows:

~

A visa valid for 6 months;

All persons who are nationals of countries which require

1x1 ID picture (in color);

visas for Kenya and who by nature of their businesses or

The completed an signed application form; and

circumstances require to make frequent visits to Kenya

The declaration form

often for periods ranging from six to twelve months.

Diplomatic Visa

Multiple Journey Visa
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~

About Ethiopia

Courtesy Visa

issued gratis where the applicant is not entitled to a diplo-

Ethiopia is located in the Horn of Africa and is the second

matic Visa, but where it is considered by the issuing officer

most populated country in the continent. Ethiopia is Africa's

to be desirable on the grounds of international courtesy.

one of the greatest cultural destinations, and its history

~

dates back to biblical times.

Official/Service Visas

Visas are issued gratis to holders of Official or Service
passports on official visits. These visas should be issued in
accordance with the provisions of categories 1, 2 and 3 of

Ethiopia is the only African country which has all the three
attractions altogether: historical, cultural and natural.

Great climate and Beautiful Landscape : Ethiopia is

the Visa Regulations.

located in the northeastern Horn of Africa, equidistant to

Why Kenya
Kenya stands out in the African continent with a growing
economy not dependant only on

Why Ethiopia

natural

resources

anymore, but expanding to other emerging sectors including ICT.
Kenya is highly cosmopolitan and a welcoming place for
expatriates to live and work.
Kenya is the gateway to Africa and a global hub for travel,
with 72 flights to Europe, 41 flights to the Middle East, 20
flights to Asia, and nearly 350 flights to other parts of Africa
every week. Kenya is also centrally located, as flying times
to the UK, India, the UAE, and South Africa are 8, 6, 5, and
4 hours respectively.
Opulentus provides the best visa service in India as the
visa consultants are professionally qualified to ensure that
you have a smooth ride to African countries of your choice.
A thorough study of one's profile is made and accordingly
the visa is prescribed . Opulentus visa consultants are keen

the equator and the Tropic of Capricorn. Ethiopia is one of
the oldest countries in the world, the land of mountains,
rivers and most spectacular places on the African continent. Because of the elevation of most of the country, it is a
good idea to bring a sweater all the year-round.

Land of Cultural Diversity: Ethiopia's history dates back
to biblical times. Its noble history gave rise to ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversity.

Historical Places: Lalibela was constructed in early thirteenth century by King Lalibela and it has eleven monolithic
churches. It is also considered as eighth global wonder.

Wild Life: Ethiopia has a large variety of indigenous plant
and animal species.

Ethiopia is the 4th largest Bio Diver-

sity zone in the world with varieties of flora and fauna.

Land of Music, Art and Festivals: The music and dances
have distinctive characteristics and are tremendously
varied in style and content.

to help you out in every way possible. It is easy to strike a

REQUIREMENTS FOR TOURIST VISA FOR ETHIOPIA

rapport with Opulentus consultants as they are friendly and

• Covering letter from the applicant.

approachable.

• One Visa form duly filled with one photograph.

Opulentus Post Landing Services make your visit to African

• For Indian Nationals: Visa fee is Rs. 1,040/-, (Speed Post

countries a memorable one and settling down there will

Rs. 50/- extra if applicable).

also be a smooth and easy affair.

• For others: Visa fee is US $ 20 (except U.S. citizen: $ 70).

Opulentus Post Landing services provide you with neces-

• Return Air Ticket.

sary assistance to ensure that you're able to carry on with

• Proof of sufficient Foreign Exchange.

job responsibilities in the best manner possible.

• Yellow fever health certificate.
• If visiting Friends or Relatives then invitation letter or
sponsorship.
• Duration of stay - 30 days from the date of issue.
IMPORTANT:
INDIAN PASSPORT HOLDER CAN ALSO OBTAIN TOURIST VISA
FOR 30DAYS ON ARRIVAL AT ETHIOPIAN AIRPORT.
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OPULENTUS NATIONAL NETWORK
Ahmedabad

Delhi

Bangalore

MG Road

Suite 101, First Floor,
Time Square,
e.G. Road,
Ahmedabad,
Gujarat - 380009
+91-79 - 33991111
ahmedabad@opulentuz.com

Suite: 911,911 A & 912,
9th Floor, E Block,
International Trade Tower,
Nehru Place,
Delhi - 110019
+91-11-33991111,
49565355
delhi@opulentuz.com

21 S-A, KHB Colony,Sth Block,
Koramangala Layout,
Near Ganesh Temple,
Behind VLCC,
Bangalore,
Karnataka - 560095
+91 - 80-40997779,
40927879
bangalore@opulentuz.com

Unit NO.1003 & 1004,
10th Floor, Prestige Meridian -II,
No.30, M.G.Road,
Bangalore,
Karnataka - 560095
080 - 30419910 to 30419919.
mgroad@opulentuz.com

Mumbai

Navi Mumbai

Chennai

Hyderabad

Suite 401,402, D- Wing,
Crystal Plaza,
Opp -Infinity Mall,
Andheri West,
Mumbai,
Maharashtra - 400053
+91 - 22 - 3399111,30090762.
mumbai@opulentuz.com

Plot No.39/2, Unit No.706,
7th Floor, Real Tech Park,
Sector-30A,
Opp. Vashi Station, Vashi,
Navi Mumbai,
Maharashtra - 400053

8. H 8th floor Gee Gee Emera Id,
312 Va II uva rkotta m High Road,
Nungambakkam,
Chennai,
Tamil Nadu - 600034
+91 - 44-33991111,30589171
chennai@opulentuz.com

Suite: 301,
Babu Khan Mall,
Somajiguda,
Hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh - 82
+91 -40 -44185555
hyderabad@opulentuz.com

Jubilee Square,

Pune

Vizag

2nd Floor, Plot No 1128,
Road No 36, Jubilee Hills,
Hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh - 500082
+91 - 7702776004,
9959020712,
9959020719,9959020713.
jubilee@opulentuz.com

1st Floor - 143 & 144,
Connaught Place,
Bund Garden Road,
Pune,
Maharashtra - 411001
+91 -20-41020400
pune@opulentuz.com

47-10-11/10,
First Floor-2 Rednam manor,
Dwaraka Nagar Second Lane,
Vizag,
Andhra Pradesh - 530016
+91-891-6455556,6462355
vizag@opulentuz.com

OPULENTUS INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
USA

United Kingdom

Ireland

Australia

33, Wood Avenue South,
Iselin,
New Jersey - 08830,
001 -7326239712.
usa@opulentuz.com

Portland House,
Bressenden Place,
London,
SW1E 5RS,
0044-7850267536.
uk@opulentuz.com

Limerick
98, The Forts,
Dooradoyle,
00353-831026569.
ireland@opulentuz.com

LevelS Nexus Building,
Norwest Business Park,
Columbia Court,
Sydney,
New South Wales - NSW,
info@opulentus.com.au

Canada
Toronto Parkway Place,
251 Consumers Road,
Toronto,
Toronto,
Ontario - M2J 4R3,
info@opulentus.ca
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